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resolution, Berg and Brown showed that bacterial swims consist 
of two modes of motion: straight runs lasting about a second, and 
brief stops lasting a tenth of a second during which the orientation 
of the cell is randomized (Berg and Brown, 1972). The authors 
called these two modes of motion “runs” and “tumbles” (or “twid-
dles”) (Figure 1A). Fluorescence microscopy further revealed that 
counterclockwise rotation of the ﬂ  agella creates a compact bundle 
that propels the bacterium forward during a “run”. When one (or 
several) ﬂ  agellum rotates clockwise, the bundle is disrupted, pro-
pulsion stops and, consequently, forward motion ceases as at low 
Reynolds numbers viscous drag overtakes inertia (Purcell, 1977).
The centerpiece of the bacterial chemotactic algorithm is the 
modulation of the tumbling frequency as a function of the con-
centration (C) of relevant chemicals surrounding the cell. If by 
chance E. coli ascends an attractive gradient (ΔC/Δt > 0), tumbling 
events are less frequent. When the cell travels down the gradient 
(ΔC/Δt < 0), its motion is indistinguishable from that in isotropic 
environments. Hence, E. coli can be viewed as an “optimist” organ-
ism: when conditions worsen, it tumbles looking for improve-
ments. When conditions improve, it avoids making any change. It 
is worth emphasizing that E. coli is unable to “choose” its direction 
of movement; it modiﬁ  es its orientation randomly. Only the prob-
ability of transition between the two modes of motion is control-
led in a stimulus-dependent manner. Despite the fact that turns 
are not continuously aligned with the direction of the gradient, 
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MODES OF CHEMOTAXIS
To survive and prosper, motile organisms must extract relevant 
cues from their environment, integrate them into internal repre-
sentations, and react adequately to each contingency. Encoding 
and processing chemical signals is essential to locate food, ﬂ  ee 
danger and engage in proper social interactions. The prototype of 
unicellular chemotaxis is illustrated by the bacterium Escherichia 
coli (Berg, 2004). Its navigational performance operates effectively 
within the severe physical constraints of its aqueous environment. 
This micron-scale organism uses ﬂ  agella to propel itself at a speed 
equivalent to 20 times its body length per second despite high vis-
cous drag. Due to thermal ﬂ  uctuations, E. coli undergoes random 
perturbations in heading which prevent it from maintaining linear 
motion for more than a few seconds. Furthermore, its accuracy in 
determining the concentration of attractants is limited by ﬂ  uctua-
tions in the number of odorant molecules in the cell’s surroundings 
(Berg and Purcell, 1977). Despite these physical facts, E. coli excels at 
tracking sugar sources while keeping away from poisonous environ-
ments. According to Berg and Purcell, the chemotactic sensitivity 
of E. coli approaches that of an “optimum design”.
In pioneering studies, Julius Adler established causal connections 
between changes in chemical concentration in the environment, 
methylation state of chemoreceptors and direction of ﬂ  agellar 
rotation (Adler, 1969). By tracking trajectories of E. coli at high 
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this   strategy sufﬁ  ces to generate robust chemotaxis. Such indirect 
orientation responses are generically called kinesis (Fraenkel and 
Gunn, 1961).
A similar chemotactic strategy is observed in the nematode 
Caenorhabditis elegans where trajectories can be segmented into 
relatively straight runs and bouts of sharp turns termed pirou-
ettes (Pierce-Shimomura et al., 1999) (Figure 1B). The likelihood 
of initiating a pirouette is high when the worm is heading down 
an attractive gradient (ΔC/Δt < 0). Conversely, pirouettes are sup-
pressed when the worm is heading up the gradient (ΔC/Δt > 0). 
Similar to E. coli, sequential runs are biased in the direction of the 
highest odor concentration by continuously suppressing reorienta-
tions while ascending an attractive gradient. One notable difference 
exists between bacterial and nematode chemotaxis. While bacterial 
tumbles produce a random change in the direction of locomotion, 
pirouettes correct orientation by sequential error compensation. 
This last observation led Pierce-Shimomura et al. (1999) to hypoth-
esis that chemotaxis by C. elegans represents an intermediate stage 
between biased random locomotion and the continuous alignment 
of heading relative to an odor gradient.
Although the ﬁ  tness of bacteria and nematodes attest that chem-
otaxis can be achieved efﬁ  ciently without extracting directional 
information from the stimulus, one may wonder whether animals 
with higher cognitive abilities have developed improved strategies 
based on the integration of directional inputs (taxis). Part of the 
answer lies in the existence of a common motif in the organization 
of most olfactory systems: “noses” are usually formed by a pair of 
symmetrical sensory organs. There is compelling evidence support-
ing the idea that bilateral olfactory input signiﬁ  cantly enhances the 
accuracy of scent-tracking in arthropods and mammals (Porter 
et al., 2007; Louis et al., 2008a). To examine the extent to which 
the stereo sampling of odor cues confers a sensory advantage, we 
ﬁ  rst consider this question in the context of honeybees, ants, rats 
and humans.
EVIDENCE FOR THE USE OF STEREO OLFACTION IN INSECTS 
AND VERTEBRATES
Insects with spatially distributed sensory organs could, in theory, 
sample the environment by comparing the inputs transmitted by 
each antenna or by moving their sensors in space to evaluate the 
stimulus ﬁ  eld at different locations. Several decades ago, Martin dem-
onstrated that walking honeybees make use of both mechanisms 
(Martin, 1965). As long as a concentration difference is perceived 
between the left and the right antenna, bees turn towards the side 
detecting the highest intensity. Martin showed that, except from occa-
sional and slight zigzagging, orientation was scarcely impaired in uni-
laterally antennectomized bees with a single unrestrained antenna. 
Also, crossing and ﬁ  xing the left and the right antennae led to spatial 
confusion in orientation tasks as most bees turned towards the odor-
less branch of a Y-maze. When the tips of crossed antennae were 
placed closer than 2 mm, Martin observed a transition from osmotro-
potaxis (simultaneous comparisons between left and right antennae) 
to klinotaxis (successive sampling by lateral head movements). In this 
case, the slope of the odor gradient determines whether walking bees 
operate according to osmotropotaxis or klinotaxis.
Stereo chemosensation is also exempliﬁ  ed in other insects. The 
black ants, Lasius fuliginosus, follow chemical trails based on an 
osmotropotactic mechanism where concentration differences are 
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FIGURE 1 | Main orientation strategies underpinning chemotaxis in 
E. coli (A) and C. elegans (B). Trajectory segmentation models for 
E. coli and C. elegans (paths adapted from Berg and Brown, 1972, 
and from Pierce-Shimomura et al., 1999) reveal that the probability of switching 
between “run” and “turn” modes is modulated by the time 
derivative of the concentration experienced by the organism. This simple 
mechanism leads to indirect navigation (kinesis) towards attractants and 
away from repellents.Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 3
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measured between the left and right antennae (Schone, 1984). 
While walking along a pheromone trail, ants tend to maintain the 
area of maximum concentration between the tips of their anten-
nae. Chemotaxis results from sequential turns towards the antenna 
experiencing the highest excitation. Although stereo input is nec-
essary for smooth orientation, unilaterally antennectomized ants 
are capable of following trails by abruptly correcting their course 
after large drifts from the trail center (Hangartner, 1967). Recently, 
stereo olfaction has been shown to play a critical role in the homing 
behavior of another species of ants, Cataglyphis fortis, which oper-
ate at temperatures too high for robust pheromone trailing (Steck 
et al., 2009, 2010). After foraging expeditions, nest re-localization 
by these ants can be guided by stereo olfactory landmarks which are 
compared to the nest olfactory layout memorized before departure 
(Steck et al., 2010).
In vertebrates, recent evidence supports the notion that stereo 
cues are relevant to locate odor sources in space. Behavioral 
experiments conducted in rats have shown that bilateral snifﬁ  ng 
is necessary for accurate odor tracking (Rajan et al., 2006). Rats 
can gather spatial information about the stimulus direction in 
just one sniff, a time window smaller than 100 ms during which 
detection of inter-nasal timing differences must be taking place. 
Similarly, human scent-tracking is signiﬁ  cantly improved by inter-
nostril comparisons (Porter et al., 2007) further highlighting the 
importance of bilateral olfactory input for the localization of 
odor cues.
Our knowledge about the nervous systems of rats and humans 
is still too fragmentary to explain the previous observations in 
terms of circuit computation. In contrast, the last two decades 
have witnessed signiﬁ  cant progress made towards a comprehen-
sive characterization of the fruit ﬂ  y olfactory system (Stocker, 
2001; Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005; Vosshall 
and Stocker, 2007; Laissue and Vosshall, 2008; Masse et al., 2009). 
Anatomical and functional studies have revealed the high degree 
of structural similarity between the ﬂ  y and vertebrate olfactory 
circuits (Wilson and Mainen, 2006). Accordingly, D. melanogaster 
has emerged as a premier model organism to study the molecular 
and neural basis of sensory perception and behavior. Larvae and 
adult ﬂ  ies demonstrate a rich repertoire of odor-driven behaviors 
controlled by a brain amenable to genetic manipulations and 
electrophysiological inspections. Thus, ﬂ  ies offer a convenient 
entry point to examine the neural circuit computation underly-
ing complex behavior.
THE FRUIT FLY OLFACTORY SYSTEM: STRUCTURE 
AND FUNCTION
The lifecycle of D. melanogaster comprises four stages: egg, larva, 
pupa, and adult. During the two motile cycles, larva and adult, ﬂ  ies 
execute stereotypical odor-evoked behaviors. The larval and the 
adult olfactory systems share many of the same principles of organi-
zation but the two systems differ dramatically in the number of neu-
rons they involve. At the larval stage, ﬂ  ies centuplicate their weight 
in about 6 days. Larvae are motivated by a single unique objective: 
localizing and staying on or near food sources. Olfaction seems to 
play an important role in this process (Asahina et al., 2008). Early 
on, many groups have demonstrated that larvae respond to a wide 
range of volatile odors (Aceves-Pina and Quinn, 1979; Rodrigues, 
1980; Monte et al., 1989; Cobb et al., 1992). Over the past two dec-
ades, the peripheral olfactory system of the larva has emerged as 
a simpliﬁ  ed version of its adult counterpart (reviewed in Gerber 
and Stocker, 2007).
The larval brain consists of two hemispheres, each composed 
of approximately 10,000 neurons. The larval “nose” is composed 
of two bilaterally symmetric olfactory organs, called dorsal organs 
(DOs). Histology and extracellular recordings have indicated that 
the DOs are the primary and very likely unique olfactory organs of 
larvae (Welsh, 1937; Heimbeck et al., 1999; Oppliger et al., 2000; 
Larsson et al., 2004). Each DO contains a central dome (5-µm 
diameter) protruding from the tip of the head (Figure 2A) (Cobb, 
1999). Electron microscopy has revealed that the dome is perfo-
rated by thousands of pores permitting the diffusion of volatile 
odors between the external environment and the interior of the 
dome. This enables the binding of odorant molecules to odorant 
receptors (ORs) which reside in the dendritic arbors of olfactory 
receptor neurons (ORNs) (Figure 2A, inset). Whereas it remains 
unclear whether larvae are capable of long-range odor detection, 
olfaction provides a clear survival advantage under conditions of 
food shortage (Asahina et al., 2008). Presumably, larvae use their 
keen sense of smell to stay conﬁ  ned in ripe parts of decaying fruits, 
while avoiding high ethanol concentrations due to advanced fer-
mentation. Also, several lines of evidence suggest that larvae use 
a primitive form of chemical communication to forage in groups 
of the same species (Wu et al., 2003; Beltramí et al., 2010).
At the adult stage, the Drosophila brain contains ∼100,000 neu-
rons. Adult ﬂ  ies are equipped with two pairs of olfactory organs: 
the third antennal segments and the maxillary palps (Figure 2B) 
(Shanbhag et al., 2000). These organs are covered with several 
classes of sclerotized olfactory bristles, or sensilla, which house 
the dendrites of ORNs (Figure 2B, inset) (Vosshall et al., 1999; 
Stocker, 2001). Similar to larvae, odorant molecules from the exter-
nal environment pass through the perforated sensillar cuticle, dif-
fuse into endolymph and bind to ORs residing within the dendritic 
membranes of ORNs (Figure 2B, inset).
Adult ﬂ  ies display a rich repertoire of behaviors driven, or modu-
lated, by olfactory input. Odor cues modulate walking and ﬂ  ight 
behaviors (Cho et al., 2004; Frye and Dickinson, 2004; Budick and 
Dickinson, 2006; Reynolds and Frye, 2007; Duistermars and Frye, 
2008; Kreher et al., 2008; Serway et al., 2009) and adults rely on 
olfaction to identify food sources and acceptable sites for ovipo-
sition (Joseph et al., 2009). Also, pheromones orchestrate social 
communication between individuals by signaling gender and 
mating states (Ejima et al., 2007; Datta et al., 2008; Miyamoto and 
Amrein, 2008).
ODORANT RECEPTORS AND FIRST-ORDER OLFACTORY 
RECEPTOR NEURONS
In both larvae and adults, olfactory perception begins when odorant 
molecules bind to odorant receptors (ORs) (Figure 2C) in olfac-
tory receptor neuron (ORN) membranes (Buck and Axel, 1991). 
For agonistic odors, this interaction occurs in less than 1  ms 
(Bhandawat et al., 2005). Through ionotropic and/or metabotropic 
signaling (Sato et al., 2008; Wicher et al., 2008), the binding of ago-
nists to ORs lead to the opening of OR-associated ion channels and 
a subsequent depolarization of ORNs. ORN action potentials are Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 4
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elicited when the combined activity of ORs across the dendrites 
bring the ORN to activation threshold (Bhandawat et al., 2005). 
ORNs can vary in the total number of ORs expressed within a 
single ORN (Kopp et al., 2008). Increasing the total number of ORs 
and, as a result, the number of available olfactory binding sites, 
may enhance odor sensitivity (Figure 2D) (Dekker et al., 2006). 
Additionally, OR  speciﬁ  city, ligand afﬁ  nity, and in turn, ORN spe-
ciﬁ  city depends on the amino acid sequences of the odor-binding 
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FIGURE 2 | Mechanisms of odor processing in the peripheral olfactory 
system of the larval and adult Drosophila. (A) The larval olfactory system is 
composed of two dorsal organs located at the tip of the head. Inset: Each dorsal 
organ is a central, multiporous “dome” . Odorant receptors (ORs) reside in the 
dendritic membranes of 21 olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) which densely 
innervate the dome. (B) In adults, the 3rd antennal segments and maxillary palps 
are covered with olfactory sensilla. Inset: ORs reside in the dendritic membranes 
of ORNs housed within an individual porous sensillum. (C) The binding domains 
of ORs determine the speciﬁ  city and afﬁ  nity of an OR for speciﬁ  c odors. 
(D) Increasing the number of ORs in the ORN dendrites increases the number of 
available odor-binding sites, possibly enhancing ORN sensitivity. (E) Larval ORNs 
project ipsilaterally to discreet glomeruli within the larval antennal lobe (LAL) and 
synapse onto second-order olfactory projection neurons (PNs). In larvae, the 
ORN to glomerulus (GLOM) to PN ratio is 1:1:1. (F) Adult ORNs project bilaterally 
to discreet glomeruli within both the left and right antennal lobes (AL) and 
synapse onto PNs. In adults, the ORN to GLOM to PN ratio is ∼26:1:3. (G) In 
adults, increasing the number of ORN inputs enhances the PN signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR). The maximum SNR increase achievable by pooling n inputs is √n. (H) 
In adults and larvae, inhibitory local interneurons (LNs) connect many glomeruli in 
the AL. These are thought to suppress PN output downstream of strong ORN 
input (inset, adapted from Olsen and Wilson, 2008). (I) In adults, excitatory LNs 
connect many glomeruli throughout the AL and enhance PN output downstream 
of weak ORN input (inset, adapted from Olsen et al., 2007). (J) The properties of 
OR speciﬁ  city and afﬁ  nity combined with lateral processing in the AL contribute 
to concentration invariant odor perception and behavior. Wild type ﬂ  ies may 
theoretically show stable behavioral attraction (positive response index (RI)) 
across a range of stimulus intensities (red). Detection over a range of 
concentrations might involve an array of narrowly tuned OR/ORN classes (say, 3) 
and individuals with only a single functional OR may be expected to respond 
across a narrow range of stimulus intensities (blue, green, maroon).Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 5
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pockets of OR proteins (Figure 2C) (Afshar et al., 1998; Abaffy 
et al., 2007). Mutations in the primary amino acid sequence of a 
given OR can have signiﬁ  cant effects on the sensitivity to a speciﬁ  c 
odor (Dekker et al., 2006; Keller et al., 2007).
The genome of D. melanogaster contains ∼62 conventional ORs 
(Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). Larvae express ∼25 ORs in 21 distinct 
ORNs while adults express ∼45 ORs in more than 38 ORN classes 
(Couto et al., 2005). Only 12 of the 45 ORs present at the adult 
stage are also expressed in larvae (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). 
A combination of RNA in situ hybridization, RT-PCR and Gal4 
driver analyses (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher 
et al., 2005) has revealed that larval and adult ORNs express one, 
or occasionally two, conventional ORs together with an atypi-
cal co-receptor OR83b. OR83b is believed to form multimeric 
complexes with the conventional ORs; its expression is neces-
sary for the proper trafﬁ  cking of all ORs to the dendrites and for 
their function as ligand-gated ion channels (Benton et al., 2006; 
Pellegrino and Nakagawa, 2009). In loss-of-function experiments, 
it has been found that odor-evoked behaviors to a large class of 
alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and aromatic molecules are abolished 
in OR83b null mutants (Larsson et al., 2004). Recently, a novel 
family of ionotropic glutamate receptors (IRs) has been found to 
be expressed in adult sensory neurons housed in coeloconic sensilla 
(Benton et al., 2009). In adult ﬂ  ies, IRs have been implicated in 
the detection of amines, in particular ammonia, acids and speciﬁ  c 
aldehydes, but their function as chemosensory receptors is still 
poorly documented.
The odor response spectra of most ORNs have been character-
ized in situ in the adult empty neuron system (Hallem et al., 2004; 
Kreher et al., 2005) as well as by calcium imaging (Asahina et al., 
2009), in vivo electrophysiology (Hoare et al., 2008), and in behav-
ioral assays (Fishilevich et al., 2005). A given ORN can be excited 
or inhibited by distinct ligands (Hallem and Carlson, 2006; Kreher 
et al., 2008). Some ORNs are narrowly tuned and activated by only 
a few odors (e.g. ORNs expressing OR82a and OR94b), whereas 
others are broadly tuned and respond to many odors (e.g. ORNs 
expressing OR42a and OR85c). This indicates that the olfactory 
system of D. melanogaster is composed of 21 (larva) and over 38 
(adult) independent information channels with overlapping and 
unique tuning proﬁ  les. Hence, it is commonly assumed that the 
quality and intensity of distinct olfactory stimuli is encoded by 
the combinatorial activation of different subsets of ORs and their 
cognate ORNs (Malnic et al., 1999).
ANTENNAL LOBE
Larval ORNs project into discreet glomeruli within the larval anten-
nal lobe (LAL, Figure 2E). The projection pattern observed in the 
larval olfactory system is 1:1:1 with 21 ORNs (compared to millions 
in mice and humans) synapsing in 21 glomeruli innervated by ∼21 
second-order olfactory projection neurons (PNs) (Ramaekers et al., 
2005). Notably, larval ORNs arising from the left and right DOs 
project purely ipsilaterally into the LAL (Heimbeck et al., 1999; 
Fishilevich et al., 2005) such that there is no cross talk between 
the left and right LALs.
In adults, ORNs of a single class project into discreet glomeruli 
within the adult antennal lobe (AL, Figure 2F) despite the fact 
that the ensemble of ORNs expressing the same OR are relatively 
scattered on the surface of the antenna (Laissue et al., 1999). The 
projection pattern observed is roughly 26:1:3 with ∼1300 ORNs 
converging in ∼50 glomeruli innervated by ∼150 second-order PNs 
(Stocker et al., 1990; Tanaka et al., 2004; Couto et al., 2005). In 
contrast with larvae, many adult ﬂ  y ORNs send axon collaterals 
across the midline and innervate like glomeruli in both the ipsilat-
eral and contralateral ALs with similar synaptic strength (Stocker 
et al., 1990; Kazama and Wilson, 2008). In honeybees, the ORN-to-
glomeruli convergence is even more spectacular. Each antenna of 
the bee hosts 60,000 ORNs (Esslen and Kaissling, 1976) projecting 
onto roughly 160 glomeruli (Arnold et al., 1985). The AL is inner-
vated by 800 PNs (Hammer, 1997) resulting in a corresponding 
projection ratio of 375:1:5. Interestingly, and in contrast with adult 
Drosophila, bee ORNs innervate only their ipsilateral AL (Pareto, 
1972; Mobbs, 1982).
As described, individual odors typically activate one or several 
subsets of ORN classes and as a consequence, the distribution of 
activated glomeruli within the larval and adult AL varies accord-
ing to the identity and intensity of the stimulus (Fiala et al., 2002; 
Ng et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003; Silbering and Galizia, 2007). 
Interestingly, several ORN classes have been shown to mediate 
innate attractive or aversive behaviors suggesting that olfactory 
preferences are segregated at the level of the AL (Suh et al., 2004; 
Kurtovic et al., 2007; Schlief and Wilson, 2007; Datta et al., 2008; 
Semmelhack and Wang, 2009).
In principle, increasing the number of primary ORNs from the 
larval to the adult life stage should reduce the effects of background 
noise arising from stochastic ORN activation. Computational mod-
eling of ORN convergence onto discreet glomeruli in the adult AL 
has revealed that pooling inputs from n independent ORNs can 
result in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement of √n in PNs 
(Figure 2G) (Pearce et al., 2001). Indeed, within a single glomerulus 
every adult ORN synapses onto every PN resulting in a considerable 
convergence of many primary ORNs onto a few PNs (Kazama and 
Wilson, 2009). Although the actual enhancement obtained from 
such pooling by PNs is not as strong as theoretically predicted, it is 
nevertheless evident that increasing the absolute number of ORN 
inputs innervating a single glomerulus enhances the reliability of 
the PN response, and thus that of the ORN-PN signal transforma-
tion (Bhandawat et al., 2007).
Consistent with this idea, glomerular volume within the adult 
AL is not uniform between glomeruli but varies according to the 
number of primary ORN inputs (Couto et al., 2005; Kazama and 
Wilson, 2008) suggesting that SNR optimization varies among spe-
ciﬁ  c olfactory channels. Notably, PNs innervating large glomer-
uli have larger dendritic arbors than those innervating smaller 
glomeruli and, consequently, are harder to depolarize (Kazama 
and Wilson, 2008). However, due to the higher number of pre-
synaptic ORN release sites, an inherently high probability of vesicle 
release in ORNs and a mechanism for homeostatic “size matching”, 
ORN-PN signal transformations are stronger in larger golmeruli 
(Kazama and Wilson, 2008). Thus glomerular size appears to be a 
reliable indicator for selective olfactory specialization. Accordingly, 
glomeruli innervated by ORNs involved in pheromone detection in 
male ﬂ  ies have a relatively large volume in the AL and may confer 
a heightened sensitivity to female pheromones and improve mate 
selection (Stockinger et al., 2005). Likewise, olfactory specialists like Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 6
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(Yankov et al., 1999; Gao et al., 2008). The extent to which odor 
perception in larval and adult ﬂ  ies is technically “concentra-
tion-invariant” remains to be determined. Associative learning 
has proven to be a powerful framework to address this question 
(Yarali et al., 2009).
HIGHER-ORDER OLFACTORY PROCESSING CENTERS
Although olfactory behaviors have been utilized to dissect periph-
eral circuitry (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Schlief and Wilson, 2007; 
Kreher et al., 2008; Semmelhack and Wang, 2009) very little is 
known about the precise sensory-motor transformations under-
lying these behaviors. In larvae, second-order cholinergic PNs 
project to higher brain regions known as the mushroom body 
(MB) and the lateral horn (LH) (Python and Stocker, 2002). 
Likewise, in adults some PNs project collaterals to both the MB 
and the LH of the protocerebrum, whereas others directly inner-
vate the LH (Marin et al., 2002). These projections are highly 
stereotyped in the MBs and LHs and appear to maintain some 
of the odotopic segregation established in the both the larval 
and adult AL (Masuda-Nakagawa et  al., 2005, 2009; Jefferis 
et al., 2007).
Electrophysiological studies in adult Drosophila have revealed 
that adult MB Kenyon cells (KCs) receive input from ∼10 PNs 
(Turner et al., 2008) and at most, a single PN from the same 
glomerulus (Kazama and Wilson, 2009). This implies that con-
vergence on KCs from speciﬁ  c olfactory channels is low. Rather, 
KCs receive sparse input from many different glomeruli. Although 
odor-evoked oscillations have been observed in KCs (Tanaka et al., 
2009) and many extrinsic neurons from the MB have been identi-
ﬁ  ed (Tanaka et al., 2008), their precise inﬂ  uence on circuits con-
trolling behavior is unknown. Alternatively, PNs from the same 
glomerulus converge in overlapping and distinct regions of the 
LH (Jefferis et al., 2007) suggesting that pooling by LH output 
neurons may further enhance the SNR of olfactory signals beyond 
that accomplished in the AL (Kazama and Wilson, 2009). While the 
MB has been implicated as a site for olfactory learning and mem-
ory and, in turn, experience-dependent modulation of olfactory 
behavior (Heisenberg et al., 1985; Ito et al., 1998; Zars et al., 2000; 
Heimbeck et al., 2001; Gerber et al., 2004; Krashes et al., 2007), 
the LH appears to be a site for innate, experience-independent 
olfactory behavior and multisensory integration (Heimbeck et al., 
2001; Tanaka et al., 2004; Duistermars and Frye, 2010). Further 
knowledge about higher-order circuit control of olfactory behavior 
remains incomplete.
ENHANCED OLFACTORY PERCEPTION WITH 
MULTIPLE SENSORS
Sound localization involves interaural time differences and depth 
perception requires stereo vision. Considering the fact that the 
larval and adult olfactory systems comprise two bilaterally sym-
metric olfactory organs (Figures 2A,B,E,F), one can only wonder 
whether there is an advantage in processing odor cues with spatially 
distributed sensors. In larvae and adults, doubling the amount of 
input by adding a second, spatially separated sensor, might reduce 
correlated background noise between the two sensors and further 
improve the SNR compared to a single sensor alone (Bhandawat 
et al., 2007; Louis et al., 2008a). In addition, enhanced olfactory 
Drosophila sechellia, which oviposit only on Morinda fruit, show 
enlarged glomeruli associated with the detection of this substrate 
(Dekker et al., 2006).
Although increasing the number of ORNs expressing the same 
OR represents an effective way to enhance sensitivity to speciﬁ  c 
odors, such specialization may come at a cost. An overrepresenta-
tion of a speciﬁ  c ORN class is apparently associated with a loss of 
other ORNs, possibly due to spatial constraints within the antenna 
and head or through the selective abolition of competing or irrel-
evant olfactory inputs (Dekker et al., 2006). These observations 
illustrate the ongoing selective inﬂ  uences on inter-glomerular and 
inter-species olfactory specialization.
Several classes of GABA-ergic inhibitory (Figure 2H, larvae 
and adults) (Wilson and Laurent, 2005; Asahina et al., 2009) 
and cholinergic excitatory (Figure 2I, adults) (Olsen et al., 2007; 
Shang et al., 2007) local interneurons (LNs) in the AL receive input 
from both ORN axon terminals and PN dendrites, and recipro-
cally inﬂ  uence their activity. Calcium imaging in larvae (Asahina 
et al., 2009) and PN recordings in adults (Wilson and Laurent, 
2005) have revealed that LNs are a source of non-  linearity and 
contribute actively to the modulation of ORN to PN transforma-
tions. Some LNs appear to innervate every glomerulus and may 
modulate activity across the entire AL (Ng et al., 2002; Silbering 
and Galizia, 2007). Other LNs connect only a subset of glomeruli 
and may coordinate speciﬁ  c olfactory inputs with similar func-
tions (Wilson and Laurent, 2005; Silbering and Galizia, 2007). 
Functional analyses have demonstrated that LNs can inhibit 
PN responses downstream of strong ORN input (Figure 2H, 
inset) (Olsen and Wilson, 2008) or enhance PN responses down-
stream of weak ORN input (Figure 2I, inset) (Bhandawat et al., 
2007). Also, LNs can activate PNs beyond the odor speciﬁ  city 
of their cognate ORN inputs by distributing activity across the 
AL (Wilson et al., 2004). Combined, these mechanisms serve 
to modulate the overall gain and speciﬁ  city of ORN-PN signal 
transformations in the AL (Olsen and Wilson, 2008).
In a behavioral context, the sequential recruitment of ORs with 
different afﬁ  nities apparently expands the operating range of the 
ﬂ  y olfactory system (Kreher et al., 2008; Asahina et al., 2009). For 
instance, wild type larvae display stable attraction to ethyl butyrate 
(ETB), a fruity odor emitted by pineapple. This behavior is medi-
ated by three receptors (Or35a, Or42a and Or42b) which respond 
to ETB across concentrations covering three orders of magnitude 
(Asahina et al., 2009). As illustrated in Figure 2J, attraction to a 
given odor across a wide concentration range (Figure 2J, red) may 
be facilitated by several classes of ORs, each conferring behavioral 
sensitivity to a narrow concentration range (Figure 2J, blue, green, 
maroon). The lower limits of the response are determined by the 
OR afﬁ  nity while the upper limits are ﬁ  xed by the concentration 
at which the OR saturates and by the gain modulation generated 
by inhibitory LNs (Figure 2J, blue, green, maroon) (Olsen and 
Wilson, 2008). Mechanisms underlying concentration-  invariant 
odor perception have been described elsewhere (Wilson and 
Mainen, 2006). Conceptually, the encoding of a continuum of 
stimulus intensities by an array of narrowly tuned receptors with 
overlapping receptive ﬁ  elds is similar to the tonotopic encoding 
of sound in auditory systems (Oxenham et al., 2004; Egorova and 
Ehret, 2008) and varying spectral sensitivities in visual systems Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 7
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perception might arise from the measurement of spatial gradients 
through bilateral olfactory input. This computational advantage 
could be key for spatial orientation tasks where, for instance, ﬂ  ies 
need to rapidly navigate toward a food source or potential mate. It 
is conceivable that instantaneous odor samplings by two spatially 
segregated sensors permits ﬂ  ies to instantly approximate the direc-
tion of an attractive (or repulsive) chemical gradient, and thus 
allow for an appropriate locomotor response towards (or away 
from) the signal.
DO LARVAE USE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE LEFT AND RIGHT 
OLFACTORY INPUTS?
To navigate in odor gradients, it has been hypothesized that the 
larval brain takes advantage of concentration differences between 
the left and right DOs (Bala et al., 1998; Cobb, 1999). To experi-
mentally assess how larvae integrate olfactory signals, controlled 
odorant gradients were created in closed arenas comprising mul-
tiple odor sources (Louis et al., 2008b). The geometry and stabil-
ity of the gradients were measured using a novel method based 
on Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IT) spectroscopy (Louis et al., 
2008a) (Figure 3A). By establishing a correlation between the 
stimulus conditions and behavioral responses, larvae were shown 
to chemotax according to a direct orientation mechanism where 
the direction of motion is aligned with the vector ﬁ  eld of the odor 
gradient (Louis et al., 2008a). This strategy is in stark contrast with 
the biased random walks implemented by bacteria and nematodes 
(see “Modes of chemotaxis”).
By combining genetic tools available to manipulate the periph-
eral olfactory system of the ﬂ  y, larvae with a single functional class 
of ORNs were generated by selectively rescuing OR83b expression 
with OR-Gal4 drivers in an OR83b null background (Fishilevich 
et al., 2005). These experiments demonstrate that larvae carrying a 
single functional class of ORNs are capable of robust chemotaxis to 
a reduced subset of odors. To experimentally test the relevance of 
stereo odor detection, a genetic strategy was devised to stochasti-
cally rescue OR83b expression in an individual ORN on the left, 
right, or both side(s) of the head (Figure 3B). Using these trans-
genic larvae, the chemotactic performances of individuals with 
unilateral and bilateral olfactory inputs were measured in various 
conditions (Louis et al., 2008a). These experiments revealed that 
unilateral function is sufﬁ  cient to mediate signiﬁ  cant chemotaxis 
(Figures 3B,C). This striking ﬁ  nding rules out orientation mod-
els based purely on left-right comparisons (osmotropotaxis) even 
though it does not exclude its contribution.
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FIGURE 3 | Behavioral performances of Drosophila with unilateral 
olfactory function. (A–C) Drosophila larvae do not require bilateral sensory 
input for chemotaxis. (A) Topographic reconstruction of a controlled 
exponential odor gradient based on infrared spectroscopy (for details see 
Louis et al., 2008a). The star represents the location in the arena where the 
larva is introduced. (B) Representative experimental trajectories of OR83b null 
mutants (red) and larvae with olfactory input rescued bilaterally (green) or 
unilaterally in a single functional OR42a-expressing ORN (left, orange; right, 
blue). (C) Quantiﬁ  cation of chemotactic performance with a score measuring 
the overall alignment of the trajectory with the gradient (data of panels 
A–C are adapted from Louis et al., 2008a). (D–G) Adult ﬂ  ies use bilateral 
spatial comparisons of antennal inputs for spatial orientation in ﬂ  ight. (D) In a 
free-yaw magnetic tether ﬂ  ight arena, ﬂ  ies were positioned 90° to the right 
(+, blue arrows) or left (−, green arrows) of a spatially discreet odor plume 
(orange triangle). (E) The resulting ﬂ  ight trajectories, where color is used to 
discriminate between individuals, reveal that ﬂ  ies actively turn toward the odor 
plume. (F) Occluding the left 3rd antennal segment with UV activated glue 
(red) impairs olfactory orientation to the left (blue), but not to the right (green). 
(G) When exposed to a ﬁ  xed head-on odor plume in a rigid tether ﬂ  ight arena, 
unilaterally occluded ﬂ  ies modulate left and right wing beat amplitude (WBA) in 
attempt to steer toward the intact antenna (data of panes D–G are adapted 
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side-to-side scan occurring each second (A. Gomez-Marin, G. 
Stephens and M. Louis, unpublished data). Head scans result in 
a reiterative and sequential alignment of the direction of motion 
with that of the odor gradient. Whether concentrations meas-
ured at different points are integrated peripherally or centrally 
remains unclear.
DO ADULTS USE COMPARISONS BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT 
OLFACTORY INPUTS?
Behavioral evidence suggests that adult ﬂ  ies are able to perceive 
and respond to stereo olfactory cues. Walking adult ﬂ  ies have been 
observed orienting in relation to an olfactory gradient delivered 
across the two antennae (Borst and Heisenberg, 1982). Likewise, 
ﬂ  ies encountering an odor plume in free ﬂ  ight are able to redirect 
their ﬂ  ight heading within 250 ms of plume contact (Budick and 
Dickinson, 2006), suggesting that spatial olfactory comparisons 
are rapid and robust.
Recently, observations of ﬂ  ight in a free-yaw magnetic tether in 
which animals are ﬁ  xed to a metal pin, suspended within a magnetic 
ﬁ  eld, and free to rotate horizontally (Duistermars and Frye, 2008), 
have provided new insights into this phenomenon. Flies positioned 
90° to the right or left of an attractive apple cider vinegar odor 
plume (Figure 3D) execute turning maneuvers directed toward the 
odor stimulus (Figure 3E) (Duistermars et al., 2009). Occluding the 
left 3rd antennal segment with glue, and thus removing olfactory 
input to the left antennal ORNs, impairs olfactory orientation to 
the left (occluded side) but not to the right (non-occluded side) 
and visa versa (Figure 3F). Similarly, in a rigid tether ﬂ  ight simu-
lator equipped with a head-on plume (method detailed in Frye 
and Dickinson, 2004), unilaterally occluded ﬂ  ies display attempted 
turns, or asymmetrical modulations in wing beat amplitude, toward 
the non-occluded antenna (Figure 3G). These directed maneuvers 
are activated only in the presence of odor, mitigating any potential 
non-speciﬁ  c effects of the glue, and indicate that antennal ORNs 
are the primary inputs for detecting asymmetrical odor gradients 
in ﬂ  ight.
It appears that both walking and ﬂ  ying adults can use spatial 
olfactory cues for orientation into an odor gradient. However 
most ORNs, including those thought to mediate behavioral 
responses to apple cider vinegar (Semmelhack and Wang, 2009), 
project bilaterally to both antennal lobes (Stocker et al., 1990). 
Also, recordings from PNs downstream of bilateral ORNs in 
response to unilateral stimulation of the antennal nerve reveal 
equal synaptic strengths in ipsilateral and contralateral glomeruli 
(Kazama and Wilson, 2008) and a contralateral delay of ∼0.3 ms 
(Kazama and Wilson, 2009). With these apparent spatial and tem-
poral constraints, how do ﬂ  ies compare olfactory information 
between the two antennae? Analysis of spontaneous and odor 
induced activity in homotypic ipsilalateral and contralateral PNs 
in response to bilateral olfactory stimulation reveal a subtle pos-
sibility (Kazama and Wilson, 2009). Correlation in both pairs is 
strong, but notably weaker in contralateral PN pairs, a difference 
which could be greater in response to unilateral or asymmetri-
cal odor stimulation and further ampliﬁ  ed in subsequent stages 
of signal processing. As another interesting point, deoxyglucose 
labeling has demonstrated that AL activation in response to uni-
lateral antennal stimulation with attractive odor cues is restricted 
Since larvae carrying a single functional ORN on one side of the 
head are not dramatically impaired in their chemotactic ability, do 
stereo inputs have any behavioral relevance? As shown in Figure 3C, 
bilateral olfactory input enhances the precision of the orientation 
response. Three hypotheses have been proposed to explain this 
observation: (1) doubling the number of ORNs decreases the sen-
sory threshold of the system; (2) the larval brain is able to detect 
small concentration differences between left and right sides; (3) 
pooling the signal from two ORNs increases the SNR and thus the 
reliability of sensory-motor transformations. Point (1) was ruled 
out experimentally as unilateral larvae were tested at concentra-
tions higher than the sensory threshold (Louis et al., 2008a). Both 
points (2) and (3) stand as valid options. However, in spite of the 
attractive parallelism that point (2) creates with the visual and 
auditory systems, this idea is not supported by a simple order of 
magnitude estimate.
Given that the DOs have a typical diameter a = 5 µm and are 
separated approximately by a distance d = 150 µm (Cobb, 1999), 
we can estimate the number of molecules in each DO and com-
pare the difference between the left and right sensors for realis-
tic linear gradients. When exposed to an odor concentration of 
C = 50 µM, the average number of molecules in one DO is on the 
order of 〈N〉 ∼C × a3≈4 × 106. Assuming individual odorant mol-
ecules randomly enter into the DO, the measurement of 〈N〉 has an 
associated noise of δN∼√〈N〉 ≈2 × 103 molecules. For simplicity, we 
neglect convection or turbulences in the medium. When consider-
ing a gradient with a slope s = 3 µMcm−1 (Louis et al., 2008a), the 
inter-nasal concentration difference ΔC = s × d is 45 nM when the 
larval head lies perpendicular to the gradient. This corresponds 
to a mean difference in the number of molecules between the left 
and the right sensory organs of ΔN = ΔC × a3 ≈ 3 × 103 molecules. 
Since this mean difference is comparatively similar to the associ-
ated noise, ﬂ  uctuations in the detection of odorant molecules set 
a physical limit on detection accuracy (Berg and Purcell, 1977; 
Bialek and Setayeshgar, 2005). Therefore, provided an exquisite 
sensitiveness of the larval olfactory system, the above estimates 
indicate that it is unlikely that larvae perform reliable measure-
ments of such concentration differences through direct instantane-
ous bilateral comparisons.
Since larval ORNs do not project contra-laterally in the LAL, 
it is conceivable that an elementary form of SNR improvement 
takes place in the larval olfactory system where merging the input 
from two physically separated ORNs might increase the detection 
performance by a factor of √2. Although this latter hypothesis seems 
likely, we still do not know where the information arising from 
the left and right pathways is merged and transformed into asym-
metrical motor output.
Finally, as larval chemotaxis does not require stereo sampling 
(Figure 3B) and results from a direct orientation process, the fol-
lowing question naturally arises: how are larvae with unilateral 
olfactory function capable of sensing whether an odor gradient 
is on the left or right? High-resolution behavioral analyses sug-
gest that olfactory conditions are sampled at different points in 
space: by translating their ORNs in space, larvae might be able to 
estimate the direction of highest concentration change in their 
vicinity (Louis et al., 2008a). Presumably, this active sampling is 
achieved during bouts of lateral head movements with about one Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 9
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to ipsilateral glomeruli (Rodrigues, 1988). In contrast, unilateral 
stimulation with repulsive odor cues of similar concentration 
activates both ipsilateral and contralateral glomeruli suggesting 
that spatial comparisons may be a unique feature of attractive 
olfactory behaviors. Although this result may be confounded by 
differing stimulus detection thresholds, no mechanism has yet 
been described whereby ipsilateral and contralateral glomeruli are 
serially recruited in response to increased odor concentrations. In 
total, the precise mechanisms for extracting spatial information 
from bilateral ORNs are still undetermined.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR DROSOPHILA OLFACTORY BEHAVIORS
When analyzing peripheral olfactory circuits by way of electro-
physiology and anatomy, it is possible to draw spurious conclu-
sions regarding their contribution to behavior. It is paradoxical 
that freely crawling larvae do not require bilateral comparisons 
to track a spatial gradient despite having, like adult bees, the fully 
unilateral sensory projections that would enable it (Louis et al., 
2008b). In contrast, despite the bilateral projections of most ORNs 
in adults, ﬂ  ies use bilateral comparisons to track odor plumes in 
ﬂ  ight (Duistermars et al., 2009). Thus, conclusions drawn from 
circuit-function analyses should be considered in the context of 
stereotypical behavioral tasks.
One characteristic of olfaction in adult Drosophila is the appar-
ent separation of attractive and aversive olfactory pathways. Speciﬁ  c 
ORNs and in turn, their cognate PNs appear to be odotopically 
segregated in deep brain regions (Jefferis et al., 2007) and innately 
hard-wired to trigger attractive or aversive behaviors (see “Antennal 
lobe”). Olfactory information encoded by such labeled lines could 
be combined hierarchically to modulate odor-evoked behaviors. 
For instance, walking D. melanogaster females display a reduced 
behavioral attraction to apple cider vinegar in the presence of CO2 
(Faucher et al., 2006), while aversion to CO2 is reduced in the pres-
ence of speciﬁ  c food odors (Turner and Ray, 2009). However, these 
results, combined with the strict anatomical segregation of prefer-
ence, may also suggest that the two modes of behavior are processed 
by competing, parallel pathways. Thus, while inhibition of attractive 
olfactory channels may conceptually produce the logical inverse of 
behavioral attraction (Kreher et al., 2008), activation of aversive 
channels may yield qualitatively different behavioral outcomes. As 
such, the behavioral algorithms for attraction may not be readily 
applicable to aversion.
It currently remains unclear how the electrophysiological prop-
erties of ORNs vary between active walking and ﬂ  ight. Active ﬂ  ight 
inﬂ  uences the velocity of air ﬂ  ow across the antennae and may in 
turn alter the functional “leakiness” of sensillar arrays, the time 
in which odorant molecules reside near the surface of olfactory 
sensilla, and the rate at which odorant molecules are encoun-
tered (Koehl, 2006). Interestingly, ﬂ  ying ﬂ  ies in a magnetic tether 
track an attractive odor plume with high accuracy despite the fact 
that the beating wings pass through and presumably perturb the 
plume (Figure 3E) (Duistermars et al., 2009). It would thus appear 
that the strong downwash induced by bilaterally ﬂ  apping wings 
(Sane, 2006) may expand a ﬂ  y’s sampling space and spatially draw 
in or “focus” a discontinuous and asymmetrical natural plume 
(Vickers, 2000). Also, the beating wings deliver odiferous air onto 
the antennae in pulses at wing beat frequency (Loudon and Koehl, 
2000). In moths, ORN spike timing is entrained with pulsed odor 
plumes that approximate natural wing beat frequencies (WBF) up 
to 30 Hz, enhancing perceptual sensitivity (Tripathy et al., 2010). 
In Drosophila, however, the high WBF (>200 Hz) may enhance 
ﬂ  ow locally across the antennae without inducing temporal ﬂ  uc-
tuations in the ORNs.
Curiously, ﬂ  ies tonically increase WBF in response to attrac-
tive apple cider vinegar or banana odor (Frye and Dickinson, 
2004; Budick and Dickinson, 2006). This may be conceptually 
similar to wing fanning by silk worm moths (Loudon and Koehl, 
2000) and may confer an odor-evoked enhancement of odor 
  sensitivity in ﬂ  ight due to the scaling of downwash velocity with 
WBF (Sane, 2006). It has yet to be determined whether an odor 
mediated increase in WBF resembles a “sniff”, reduces the “time 
to arrival”, or is the result of other processes known to act on 
WBF (David, 1982; Duistermars and Frye, 2010). Finally, recent 
studies have revealed that the gain of visual processing circuits is 
acutely enhanced during ﬂ  ight (Maimon et al., 2010). The adult 
AL is subject to neuromodulation by serotonergic inputs from 
higher brain regions (Dacks et al., 2009), and it is therefore con-
ceivable that ﬂ  ight evoked modulation of the AL may contribute 
to enhanced olfactory sensitivity.
FROM CIRCUITS TO BEHAVIOR: SPECULATIONS ON 
VIRTUAL VEHICLES
To illustrate the basic principles capturing the phenomenology 
observed in bacteria, worms, larval ﬂ  y, and adult ﬂ  y chemo-
tactic behaviors, it is useful to consider an approach based on 
thought experiments by biocyberneticist Valentino Braitenberg 
(Braitenberg, 1984). Braitenberg proposed a framework where 
autonomous machines (vehicles) interact with their environment 
based on relatively simple stimulus-response rules. The rich reper-
toire of behaviors displayed by the wide variety of these vehicles led 
Braitenberg to conclude that sensory-motor mechanisms presumed 
to be overwhelmingly complex can instead arise from a combina-
tion of basic commands. Thus, using pure abstraction, we aim to 
identify simple algorithms permitting motile organisms to navigate 
toward an attractive odor source.
BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED VEHICLES
We have designed three chemotactic vehicles qualitatively inspired by 
the sensory circuits and anatomical constraints of bacteria, larval and 
adult ﬂ  ies. Here, we describe these vehicles in accordance with some 
speciﬁ  c examples put forth by Braitenberg. Further, we propose a 
minimal set of orientation rules which qualitatively capture the main 
features of the experimentally observed behaviors (Figures 1 and 3). 
Considering our limited understanding of  sensory-motor transfor-
mations in these animals, we will avoid explicit parallels between 
these vehicles and the actual biological systems.
Our  type A vehicle stems from a simpliﬁ  ed version of the 
chemotaxis algorithm of E. coli and C. elegans and is similar to 
Braitenberg’s “Vehicle 1” (Figure 4A). This vehicle is equipped 
with a single sensor directly controlling a single motor such that 
more sensor activation results in more motor activation. It also 
modulates the frequency of random turns in a way that is inversely 
proportional to the concentration. It can be said to abide by the 
following simple rules: If the concentration is low turn frequently. Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 10
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VEHICLES IN MOTION
By virtue of our vehicles’ idiosyncratic characteristics, the pres-
ence of an odor gradient induces motion according to our 
described set of sensory-motor rules. From a geometrical point 
of view, it is not possible to determine the direction of a vector 
from a single scalar measurement. In other words, placing one 
sensor at a particular point in space and measuring the concen-
tration at this precise location is not enough to obtain a rough 
estimate of the direction towards the odor source. Therefore, in 
the absence of comparisons between multiple sensors scattered 
along the body of an animal, active spatial sampling is a sine 
qua non for direct orientation. Together, the “behavior” of our 
vehicle types A, B and C illustrate three fundamentally different 
orientation strategies.
A type A vehicle exhibits motion which results from an alterna-
tion between two modes of behavior: straight displacements and 
turns randomizing its orientation. In this “run and turn” para-
digm, the probability of entering either mode of action is directly 
related to the local stimulus intensity. As this vehicle cannot com-
pute the direction of odor gradients, the source is approached as 
a result of a net accumulation of indirect reorientations (kinesis) 
(Figure 5, type A). However, as this vehicle’s motor is activated by 
high stimulus concentrations it would be expected to overshoot 
the odor source, and in this sense can be considered, as Braitenberg 
termed this phenomenon, “alive” (Braitenberg, 1984). The remark-
able ability of E. coli to accumulate at the source of attractive 
gradients (Berg, 2004) points out the limit of our analogy with 
the type A vehicle. In reality, the adaptability of the chemosensory 
transduction pathway confers a high precision and robustness to 
the “run and turn” paradigm implemented by bacteria (Berg and 
Brown, 1972).
Conversely, if the concentration is high suppress random turns and 
go straight. For this vehicle, turning rate and velocity are a function 
of stimulus intensity.
Our type B vehicle, akin to Drosophila larvae and similar to 
Braitenberg’s “Vehicle 3a”, is more complex in its processing and 
posture control. As the vehicle moves forward, its mobile head 
swings laterally at a constant frequency to explore the environment 
(Figure 4B). Two identical and independent sensors are positioned 
at the tip of the head and information arising from both sensors 
is combined within the processor. Two independent motors are 
driven by the processor such that more sensor activation results 
in less motor activation. This vehicle abides by the following rule: 
When the head is engaged to the side, inhibit the ipsilateral motor 
at a level proportional to the sensory input. As the vehicle moves 
forward, motor commands are reiteratively issued while proprio-
ceptive sensors signaling the extreme lateral positions of the head 
are integrated with local stimulus intensities from the sensors to 
unilaterally affect motor output.
Our type C vehicle, inspired by ﬂ  ying Drosophila adults and 
similar to Braitenberg’s “Vehicle 2b”, is equipped with two spatially 
segregated sensors which independently and directly excite their 
contralateral motors such that more sensor activation results in more 
motor activation (Figure 4C). Similar to velocity control in ﬂ  ight, 
this vehicle has a basal level of motor activation which is modulated 
by sensory input. This vehicle abides by the following rules: If the 
difference in concentration across the two sensors is zero, increase 
the activation of both motors at a level proportional to the sensory 
input. Conversely, if a concentration difference is measured across 
the two sensors, activate more strongly the motor opposite the side 
of highest odor concentration. This asymmetrical motor activation 
induces a turn towards the highest concentrations of odor.
sensor
sensory 
circuits
processor
motor
circuits
motor
B C larval Drosophila adult Drosophila A E. coli; C. elegans
FIGURE 4 | Design of three main classes of Braitenberg-like vehicles 
inspired by real biological systems. (A) Our type A vehicle is akin to E. coli and 
C. elegans and corresponds to the original Braitenberg’s “Vehicle 1” (Braitenberg, 
1984, pp. 3–5). This vehicle has a single ﬁ  xed sensor which directly activates a 
single motor. (B) Our type B vehicle, analogous to Drosophila larvae, is similar to 
Braitenberg’s “Vehicle 3a” (Braitenberg, 1984, pp. 10–12). It has two sensors in 
close proximity at the tip of a laterally swinging head and sensor activation 
inﬂ  uences motor activity when the head is engaged to one side. (C) Our type C 
vehicle is inspired by ﬂ  ying adult Drosophila and corresponds to Braitenberg’s 
“Vehicle 2b” (Braitenberg, 1984, p. 7). It is able to detect concentration gradients 
via two spatially distributed sensors which directly activate contralateral motors. 
Processors can contain sites for integration of proprioceptive feedback (type B) 
and include more realistic speciﬁ  c stimulus thresholds, ﬁ  lters, non-linear 
dependencies on stimulus intensity, and sites for elementary memory.Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 11
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A type B vehicle is unable to compute spatial asymmetries in the 
stimulus distribution instantaneously. Instead, it integrates signals 
from the sensors and proprioceptive inputs to unilaterally inﬂ  uence 
motor activity. To estimate the direction of the gradient, the vehicle 
combines information about the signal strength and the orientation 
of the head (Figure 5, type B). As a result of this sequential, unilat-
eral inhibition of motor output, the motion kinetics of this vehicle 
is directly modulated by the geometry of the gradient (taxis). Since 
sensory input inhibits motor output, type B stays in motion in the 
absence of a stimulus, a feature reminiscent of foraging behavior 
in larvae. Furthermore, this vehicle is expected to slow down, or 
stop, when concentrations are high. In analogy with the compelling 
attraction of larvae to many odors, the type B vehicle “loves” the 
odor source (Braitenberg, 1984).
A type C vehicle is capable of instantaneously evaluating stereo 
information via a pair of spatially distributed sensors. Due to the 
direct contralateral excitation of motor output, a type C vehicle 
accurately follows the ﬁ  eld of the gradient. This navigation proc-
ess makes direct use of the spatial gradient (osmotropotaxis) and is 
arguably the most economic path to reach the odor source (Figure 5, 
type C). As odor cues excite motor output, this vehicle is expected to 
accelerate past an attractive odor source of high concentration, and 
in this sense, is reminiscent of ﬂ  ying ﬂ  ies encircling an odor source. 
This behavior can be considered “aggressive” (Braitenberg, 1984).
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON BRAITENBERG’S VEHICLES
As Braitenberg suggests, it is relatively easy to design machines 
performing complex behaviors, whereas reverse-engineering the 
internal structure of a vehicle from its behavior is more difﬁ  cult. 
The biological correlate of this conclusion is that neuronal func-
tions controlling simple behaviors cannot be unraveled without 
prior knowledge about the circuit structure. However, models and 
assumptions are a valuable experimental tool to examine experi-
mental data and formulate predictions. Using abstract considera-
tions, we can draw several conclusions on the general principles 
underlying olfactory perception and behavior.
For instance, the different orientation mechanisms featured by 
type A, B and C vehicles are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they can 
be combined and expanded in a modular fashion. In response to 
ﬂ  uctuating stimuli, shallow gradients, damaged sensors or complex 
type A
type C
type B
indirect
direct
direct
B
A
C
type A
type C
type B
odor
low high
FIGURE 5 | Vehicles in motion driven by an odor gradient. The type A 
vehicle relies on instantaneous olfactory perception and utilizes an indirect 
orientation mechanism where turning rate and velocity are a function of the 
stimulus concentration (kinesis). The underlying simple orientation rule is: If 
the concentration is low, turn frequently. Conversely, if the concentration is 
high, suppress random turns and go straight. This rule results in an indirect 
trajectory toward the odor source. The type B vehicle is equipped with a 
moveable head (side-to-side) with two sensors. The underlying orientation rule 
is: When the head is engaged to the side, inhibit the ipsilateral motor at a level 
proportional to the sensory input. This rule results in a trajectory sequentially 
aligned with the vector ﬁ  eld of the stimulus gradient (taxis). The type C vehicle 
has the capacity to simultaneously measure concentrations at different points 
in space via purely spatial comparisons (osmotropotaxis). The underlying 
orientation rule is: If the difference in concentration across the two sensors is 
zero, increase the activation both motors at a level proportional to the sensory 
input. Conversely, if a concentration difference is measured across the two 
sensors, activate more strongly the motor opposite the side of highest odor 
concentration. This rule results in a trajectory aligned with the vector ﬁ  eld of 
the stimulus gradient. Behaviors following source acquisition are illustrated in 
the panels on the right.Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 12
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point into the hidden sensory mechanisms and neural processes 
underlying chemotaxis (Pierce-Shimomura et al., 1999; Louis et al., 
2008a; Stephens et al., 2008; Duistermars et al., 2009). Although the 
simple rules governing Braitenberg’s vehicles help capture essential 
features underpinning odor localization strategies, efforts to model 
the actual structure-function relationships must consider several 
factors including external and internal noise, limitations of experi-
mental analysis, internal motivational state, and more generally, the 
inﬂ  uence of multiple sensory modalities.
Given the sparse and turbulent nature of natural odor stimuli, 
the intrinsic noisiness of biological sensors, and the imperfect 
implementation of neural algorithms, models of odor localiza-
tion strategies will need to include the effects of stochasticity in 
the searching algorithms (Vergassola et al., 2007). The remark-
able capacity of larvae and adult ﬂ  ies to localize odors in their 
environments is a consequence of the evolution of sophisticated 
mechanisms successfully dealing with the effect of these different 
sources of noise. Such mechanisms, as described, can include OR 
optimization, more ORs, more ORNs, SNR optimization, multiple 
sensors, and spatially distributed sampling.
The stimulus-response characteristics of a ﬂ  y under experi-
mental conditions can be contingent upon several factors. The 
nature of an odor stimulus whether delivered as a steady gradi-
ent, a series of temporal pulses or as a turbulent plume should 
attempt to replicate natural stimuli ecologically relevant to life 
stage and mode of motility. Also, experimental paradigms which 
constrain the animal should consider critically, if any, sensory 
modalities are impaired. For instance, rigid tether ﬂ  ight experi-
ments (Figure 3G) necessarily impair gyroscopic feedback from 
self-generated motion, but leave visual, olfactory, mechanosensory 
and propriceptive inputs intact. Furthermore, many intrinsic fac-
tors condition the perceptual salience of a sensory input. Such 
factors include  experience-induced plasticity, starvation, circadian 
rhythms, gender, mating states, genetic background and pheno-
typic variations, all of which can signiﬁ  cantly inﬂ  uence experi-
mental results and their interpretation.
The modeling of more complex strategies employed by ani-
mals with sophisticated neural circuitry may be confounded by 
the dependence of information from multiple sensory modalities. 
For instance, larvae respond to a wide variety of sensory stimuli 
including light, heat, chemical tastants and possibly humidity and 
gravity (Lilly and Carlson, 1990; Rosenzweig et al., 2005; Gerber 
and Stocker, 2007). The algorithms described here for enhanced 
odor perception and behavior are likely to be relevant to other 
modalities such as phototaxis and thermotaxis. The inﬂ  uence of 
these modalities on one another is largely unknown. Additionally, 
ﬂ  ying ﬂ  ies are unable to locate the source of an odor in the absence 
of rich visual feedback (Frye et al., 2003; Duistermars and Frye, 
2008) and the capacity for spatial comparisons requires both visual 
feedback (Duistermars and Frye, 2010) and primary input from 
the mechanosensory Johnston’s organ (Duistermars et al., 2009). 
Finally, as ﬂ  ies are highly multi-modal it is our hope that further 
experimentation on both ends of sensory-motor transformations 
will enable the deconstruction of the apparent complexity of ﬂ  y 
behavior into simpliﬁ  ed Braitenberg-like algorithms, which can 
simplify the current state-of-the-art while simultaneously generat-
ing testable hypotheses about the unknown.
sensory environments, an organism may switch from one algorithm 
to another or use them simultaneously. As an example, and simi-
lar to the observed transition from osmotropotaxis to klinotaxis in 
bees (see “Evidence for the use of stereo olfaction in insects and 
vertebrates”) (Martin, 1965), a type C vehicle performing effective 
bilateral comparisons could switch to active head movements, a 
type B strategy, if the distance between its sensors is reduced. Also, 
ﬂ  ying ﬂ  ies utilize a type C spatial strategy (Figure 3E) but behavio-
ral studies suggest this operates in tandem with a bacteria-like type 
A strategy. In the absence of odor, ﬂ  ying ﬂ  ies exhibit spontaneous 
turning maneuvers closely approximating an optimal scale-free 
search strategy (Reynolds and Frye, 2007). Attractive odor cues 
suppress the overall frequency of turning maneuvers and facilitate 
forward ﬂ  ight (Budick and Dickinson, 2006; Duistermars and Frye, 
2008) indicating that ﬂ  ying adults roughly follow the rules of type 
A and type C vehicles.
In larvae ascending an odor gradient, no experimental evidence 
indicates that the speed or turning frequency is modulated by the 
stimulus intensity (Louis et al., 2008a) ruling out the use of a type 
A-like behavior. Thus it would appear, although we cannot com-
pletely rule out the capacity for type C behavior (see “Do larvae 
use comparisons between the left and right olfactory inputs?”), 
larvae may be restricted to type B actions. While modular stacking 
and behavioral plasticity may increase the resilience of a vehi-
cle, larvae demonstrate that it may not be required for successful 
odor localization.
The simple rules underlying the motion of Braitenberg vehicles 
are not limited to those we have described. Indeed, Braitenberg’s 
strategies can be expanded to include thresholds for and non-
  linear dependencies on stimulus intensities (Braitenberg, 1984). 
For example, vehicles can withhold action until a stimulus reaches 
a set threshold, a phenomenon similar to the thresholds set by 
Drosophila ORs and ORNs (see “Odorant receptors and ﬁ  rst-order 
olfactory receptor neurons”). Furthermore, vehicle output may 
increase linearly with stimulus intensity but saturate and decline 
with increasingly intense stimuli, a concept similar to that observed 
behaviorally in ﬂ  ies as a result of gain modulation in the AL (see 
“Antennal lobe”). Together, these two simple considerations, 
combined with sensors containing receptors with multiple ORs 
of varying afﬁ  nities, contain properties necessary to confer con-
centration-invariant odor perception to our vehicles. Finally, the 
capacity to learn, or have a memory, could signiﬁ  cantly enhance 
the success of olfactory tracking. For instance, type A vehicles do 
not exactly replicate bacteria or worms as they lack the capac-
ity for evaluating ΔC/Δt. This capacity could be included as an 
elementary form of memory which stores measurements of odor 
concentration over time.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Observations of natural animal behavior are a rich source of 
information for developing computational algorithms that per-
form sensory tasks. To understand olfactory orientation behav-
ior, it is important to go beyond a reductionist approach treating 
components of the olfactory system in isolation. Guided by the 
principle that the properties of neural circuits are revealed in the 
behaviors they mediate, we stress that high-resolution tracking and 
quantitative analysis of olfactory behaviors offer a valuable entry Frontiers in Cellular Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  March  2010 | Volume  4 | Article  6 | 13
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